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Overview

Examine whether buyer power exists and what it can be attributed do

Underlying idea:
I Retailers and Suppliers bargaining (efficiently) over purchasing

conditions

Implementation: Regressions at (branded) product level
I Dependent variable: log deviation from average wholesale price
I Explanatory variables:

F quantity (sometimes instrumented with last period’s quantity)
F measures of ’outside options’ and ‘threat points’
F payment/delivery conditions

Results (effect on wholesale prices)

1 quantities (-)
2 availability of outside option favours relevant party’s outcome
3 favourable payment/delivery conditions (+)
4 supply private label (+)
5 retailer belongs to purchasing cooperative (-)
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Comments on Bargaining

The bargaining approach
I Obviously bargaining is going on
I Is bargaining really efficient? Evidence?

F Empirical work assumes bargaining only over prices: Gowrisankaran,
Nevo, and Town (2014), Grennan ( 2013), Crawford and Yurukoglu
(2012)

F Also evidence in favour of two-part tariffs: Dubois and Bonnet (2010),
model in spirit of Rey and Verge (2004)

I Efficiency of outcomes may vary across markets/products
I A bargaining approach does not rule out existence ‘deadweight loss.’

Link from bargaining idea to regressions
I Negotiations are interdependent

F Presumably several terms on several products are negotiated at the
same time

F Profitability of outcome depends on competitor outcomes (and
outcomes from other products)

F Often ‘Nash-in-Nash’ approach: Each contract is the solution to a
bilateral Nash bargaining problem between each supplier-retailer pair,
conditional on all other negotiated agreements.
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Comments on Regressions
Remember: Regressions of product level wholesale price on quantity
and other variables measuring bargaining power and payment/delivery
conditions
The discussion on bargaining suggests that most of the stuff on the
right hand side is endogenous
A few examples of what is endogenous

I outside options:
F Sales with specific retailer relative to overall sales (equilibrium outcome)
F Similarly on retailer side
F Same for the private labels market shares

I Payment period / delivery conditions: obviously jointly determined
with price

I Quantity as an explanatory variable:
F Omitted variables: the agreement may have other components like

sales promotions and display arrangements, resulting in lower wholesale
prices and higher quantities.

F lagged quantity of retailer r is not a good instrument: If retailer r has
more sales promotions every period than retailer r ′, this does not work

Dependent variable is deviation from mean: combine this with fixed
effects? And: Mean depends on buyer power.
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What do we learn and some suggestions

We learn: Quantities are negatively correlated with wholesale prices

I Confirms earlier results from other inquiries (UK, Portugal etc.)
I But this does not tell us much about buyer power (neither do the

concentration measures provided by E.CA)
I Shouldn’t the question be whether better conditions for ‘big guys’ are

passed on to consumers or not?

I suggest
I Supplement with retail prices to see who benefits
I Look at details of contracts: does efficiency of bargaining differ across

products, do contracts get more complex (benefit of purchasing
cooperatives)

I Substantiate evidence on buyer power stifling innovation
I Apply some of the recent empirical approaches to estimate bargaining

parameters
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